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Orthogonal Designs of Kharaghani Type: IChristos Koukouvinosand Jennifer SeberryyAbstratWe use an array given in H. Kharaghani, Arrays for orthogonal designs, J. Combin. De-signs, 8 (2000), 166-173, to obtain innite families of 8-variable Kharaghani type orthogonaldesigns, OD(8t; k1; k1; k1; k1; k2; k2; k2; k2), where k1 and k2 must be the sum of two squares.In partiular we obtain innite families of 8-variable Kharaghani type orthogonal designs,OD(8t; k; k; k; k; k; k; k; k). For odd t orthogonal designs of order  8( mod 16) an have atmost eight variables.Key words and phrases: Sequenes, zero autoorrelation, orthogonal designs, amiable set ofmatries, Kharaghani array, Kharaghani type orthogonal designs.AMS Subjet Classiation: 05B15, 05B20.1 PreliminariesAn orthogonal design of order n and type (s1; s2; : : : ; su) denoted OD(n; s1; s2; : : : ; su) in thevariables x1; x2; : : : ; xu, is a matrix A of order n with entries in the set f0;x1;x2; : : : ;xugsatisfying AAT = uXi=1(six2i )In;where In is the identity matrix of order n. Let Bi, i = 1; 2; 3; 4 be irulant matries of order nwith entries in f0;x1;x2; : : : ;xug satisfying4Xi=1BiBTi = uXi=1(six2i )In:Then the Goethals-Seidel arrayG = 0BBB B1 B2R B3R B4R B2R B1 BT4 R  BT3 R B3R  BT4 R B1 BT2 R B4R BT3 R  BT2 R B1 1CCCADepartment of Mathematis, National Tehnial University of Athens, Zografou 15773, Athens, Greee.yShool of Information Tehnology and Computer Siene, University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, 2522,Australia. 1
where R is the bak-diagonal identity matrix, is an OD(4n; s1; s2; : : : ; su). See page 107 of [1℄for details.Plotkin [5℄ showed that there is an Hadamard matrix of order 2t, then there is anOD(8t; t; t; t;t; t; t; t; t). In the same paper he also onstruted an OD(24; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3). This OD hasappeared in [1℄, [6℄ and in [7℄. It is onjetured that there is an OD(8n;n; n; n; n; n; n; n; n) foreah odd integer n. Until reently, none exept the original for n = 3 found by Plotkin, hadbeen onstruted in the ensuing twenty eight years. Holzmann and Kharaghani [2℄ using a newmethod onstruted many new Plotkin ODs of order 24 and two new Plotkin ODs of order40 and 56. Atually their onstrution provides many new orthogonal designs in 6, 7 and 8variables whih inlude the Plotkin ODs of order 40 and 56.A pair of matries A;B is said to be amiable (anti-amiable) if ABT   BAT = 0 (ABT +BAT = 0). Following [3℄ a set fA1; A2; : : : ; A2ng of square real matries is said to be amiable ifnXi=1 A(2i 1)AT(2i)  A(2i)AT(2i 1) = 0 (1)for some permutation  of the set f1; 2; : : : ; 2ng. For simpliity, we will always take (i) = iunless otherwise speied. So nXi=1 A2i 1AT2i  A2iAT2i 1 = 0: (2)Clearly a set of mutually amiable matries is amiable, but the onverse is not true in general.Throughout the paper Rk denotes the bak diagonal identity matrix of order k.An amiable set of matries fB1; B2; : : : ; Bng of orderm with entries in f0;x1;x2; : : : ;xugis said to be amiable plug-in, AP (m; s1; s2; : : : ; su), in the variables x1; x2; : : : ; xu if it satisesan additive property nXi=1BiBTi = uXi=1(six2i )Im: (3)Let fAig8i=1 be an amiable plug-in set of irulant matries of type (s1; s2; : : : ; su) of ordert. Then the Kharaghani array
H = 0BBBBBBBBBBBB
A1 A2 A4Rn A3Rn A6Rn A5Rn A8Rn A7Rn A2 A1 A3Rn  A4Rn A5Rn  A6Rn A7Rn  A8Rn A4Rn  A3Rn A1 A2  AT8Rn AT7Rn AT6Rn  AT5Rn A3Rn A4Rn  A2 A1 AT7Rn AT8Rn  AT5Rn  AT6Rn A6Rn  A5Rn AT8Rn  AT7Rn A1 A2  AT4Rn AT3Rn A5Rn A6Rn  AT7Rn  AT8Rn  A2 A1 AT3Rn AT4Rn A8Rn  A7Rn  AT6Rn AT5Rn AT4Rn  AT3Rn A1 A2 A7Rn A8Rn AT5Rn AT6Rn  AT3Rn  AT4Rn  A2 A1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCAis a Kharaghani type orthogonal design OD(8m; s1; s2; : : : ; su).2
We use the onstrution of Holzmann and Kharaghani [2℄ for an OD(56; 7; 7; 7; 7; 7; 7; 7; 7) tond an innite family of 8-variable Kharaghani type orthogonal designsOD(8t; k1; k1; k1; k1; k2; k2; k2; k2),and OD(8t; k; k; k; k; k; k; k; k), where k1, k2 and k must be the sum of two squares.Given a set of ` sequenes Aj = faj1; aj2; : : : ; ajng, j = 1; : : : ; `, of length n the non-periodiautoorrelation funtion, denoted NPAF , NA(s) is dened asNA(s) = X̀j=1 n sXi=1 ajiaj;i+s; s = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1; (4)If Aj(z) = aj1 + aj2z + : : :+ ajnzn 1 is the assoiated polynomial of the sequene Aj, thenA(z)A(z 1) = X̀j=1 nXi=1 nXk=1 ajiajkzi k = NA(0) + X̀j=1 n 1Xs=1NA(s)(zs + z s); z 6= 0: (5)Given A`, as above, of length n the periodi autoorrelation funtion, denoted PAF , PA(s) isdened, reduing i+ s modulo n, asPA(s) = X̀j=1 nXi=1 ajiaj;i+s; s = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1: (6)We note NPAF sequenes imply PAF sequenes exist, the NPAF sequenes being paddedat the end with suÆient zeros to make longer lengths. Hene NPAF sequenes an give moregeneral results. If two NPAF sequenes have diering lengths then suÆient zeros are addedto the end of eah to make all the sequenes the same length. In all ases NPAF and PAFsequenes an be used to make irulant matries satisfying the additive property (see [2, 3℄); ifNPAF sequenes of lengths n1 and n2 are used, then by padding, irulant matries for all ordersn  max(n1; n2) will exist; if PAF sequenes of lengths n are used, then irulant matries oforder n exist.2 Using sequenes with zero NPAF to make ODsWe now onsider the use of sequenes with zero non-periodi autoorrelation funtion to makean amiable set of eight matries. We refer the reader to [6, 7℄ for any undened terms.Theorem 1 Let Xi; Yi be two pairs of disjoint (0;1) sequenes with zero non-periodi auto-orrelation funtion of length ni and weight ki, i = 1; 2. We pad the end of these sequenes withzeros to obtain sequenes of length n  max(n1; n2). Let a; b; ; d; e; f; g; h be ommutingvariables and write aVi, bWi for the irulant (type 1 or group generated also suÆe) matries oforder n formed by using the rst rows with the elements of Xi multiplied by a and the elementsof Yi multiplied by b respetively.Let Ai be the irulant matries of order n given byA1 = aV1 + bW1 A3 = dV1   W1 A5 = eV2 + fW2 A7 = hV2   gW2A2 = V1 + dW1 A4 = bV1   aW1 A6 = gV2 + hW2 A8 = fV2   eW2 (7)3
then fAig8i=1 is an amiable plug-in set satisfying4Xi=1 A2i 1AT2i  A2iAT2i 1 = 0; (8)and the additive property8Xi=1 AiATi  = (k1(a2 + b2 + 2 + d2) + k2(e2 + f2 + g2 + h2))In: (9)Proof: Now A1 = aV1+ bW1, where V1; W1 are disjoint (0;1) irulant (type 1) matriesof order n whih satisfy V1V T1 +W1W T1 = k1In, and similarly for the other Aj , j = 2,    8.ThenA1AT1 = (aV1 + bW1)(aV T1 + bW T1 ) = a2V1V T1 + b2W1W T1 + ab(V1W T1 +W1V T1 ):Hene P4i=1 AiATi  = (a2 + b2 + 2 + d2)(V1V T1 +W1W T1 )= k1(a2 + b2 + 2 + d2)In:Similarly P8i=5 AiATi  = (e2 + f2 + g2 + h2)(V2V T2 +W2W T2 )= k2(e2 + f2 + g2 + h2)In:Now A1AT2  A2AT1 = (aV1 + bW1)(V T1 + dW T1 )  (bV1   aW1)(aV T1 + bW T1 )= (ad  b)V1W T1 + ( ad+ b)W1V T1 :We also see thatA3AT4  A4AT3 = (dV1   W1)(bV T1   aW T1 )  (bV1   aW1)(dV T1   W T1 )= ( ad+ b)V1W T1 + (ad  b)W1V T1 :Thus summing over the eight Ai we obtain equations (8) and (9). 2Corollary 1 Let Xi; Yi be two disjoint (0;1) sequenes with zero non-periodi autoorrela-tion funtion of length ni and weight ki, i = 1; 2 and n  max(n1; n2). Then there exists aKharaghani type orthogonal design OD(8s; k1; k1; k1; k1; k2; k2; k2; k2); s  n.Proof: Use the sequenes as in the theorem to form an amiable plug-in set with theadditive property. Then use this set in the Kharaghani array to obtain the required Kharaghanitype orthogonal design. 24
Example 1 We use the sequenes of length n  6 = max(6; 4) and weights 5 and 4, X1 =f1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0g and Y1 = f0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 1g, X2 = f1; 1; 0; 0g and Y2 = f0; 0; 1; 1g, and thesequene 0s of s zeros, to form the irulant matries with rst rowsA1 = (a 0 a b b  b 0s) A3 = (d 0 d      0s)A2 = ( 0  d d  d 0s) A4 = (b 0 b  a  a a 0s)A5 = (e e f  f 0 0 0s) A7 = (h h  g g 0 0 0s)A6 = (g g h  h 0 0 0s) A8 = (f f  e e 0 0 0s):By the theorem these form an amiable plug-in set of eight matries of order s+6 and weights5 and 4 whih an be used in the Kharaghani array to give a Kharaghani type orthogonal designOD(8s+ 48; 4; 4; 4; 4; 5; 5; 5; 5) for every order s  0. 2Let P; Q be two (0;1) sequenes with zero non-periodi autoorrelation funtion of lengthn and weight k. Then the sequenes X = fP; 0ng and Y = f0n; Qg are two (0;1) disjointsequenes with zero non-periodi autoorrelation funtion of length 2n and weight k.Let ; ; ; Æ; ; ;  , ;  non-negative integers. Koukouvinos and Seberry [4, p. 160℄ showthat we have two (0;1) disjoint sequenes with zero non-periodi autoorrelation funtion oflengths n; n 2 N = f226109Æ141826 2434g and weights 251013Æ172526 3450 .Corollary 2 Let Z = fz1; z2; : : : ; zng, W = fw1; w2; : : : ; wng be two disjoint (0;1) sequeneswith zero periodi autoorrelation funtion of length n and weight k. Then there exists aKharaghani type OD(8s; k; k; k; k; k; k; k; k) for all s = mn; m = 1; 2; : : : :Proof: SetX = fz1; 0m 1; z2; 0m 1; : : : ; zn; 0m 1g and Y = f0m 1; w1; 0m 1; w2; : : : ; 0m 1; wng:These are two disjoint sequenes of length s = mn and weight k and an be used in Theorem1 to form an amiable set of eight matries with the additive property. Then we an use theseeight matries in the Kharaghani array to obtain the required orthogonal design of Kharaghanitype. 2We give some examples of the Kharaghani type orthogonal designs we obtain in the Table:OD Lengths n OD Lengths nOD(8n; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1)  1 OD(8n; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 2; 2)  2OD(8n; 1; 1; 1; 1; 4; 4; 4; 4)  4 OD(8n; 1; 1; 1; 1; 5; 5; 5; 5)  6OD(8n; 2; 2; 2; 2; 4; 4; 4; 4)  4 OD(8n; 2; 2; 2; 2; 5; 5; 5; 5)  6OD(8n; 4; 4; 4; 4; 5; 5; 5; 5)  6 OD(8n; 4; 4; 4; 4; 8; 8; 8; 8)  8OD(8n; 5; 5; 5; 5; 5; 5; 5; 5)  6 OD(8n; 5; 5; 5; 5; 8; 8; 8; 8)  8OD(8n; 5; 5; 5; 5; 10; 10; 10; 10)  10 OD(8n; 5; 5; 5; 5; 13; 13; 13; 13)  18OD(8n; 5; 5; 5; 5; 17; 17; 17; 17)  26 OD(8n; 13; 13; 13; 13; 17; 17; 17; 17)  26OD(8n; 20; 20; 20; 20; 25; 25; 25; 25)  36 OD(8n; 25; 25; 25; 25; 25; 25; 25; 25)  36
5
3 Using sequenes with zero PAF to make ODsProvided the sequenes used in the theorem all have the same length the orollary an beextended to inlude sequenes with zero PAF.Corollary 3 Let Xi, Yi be two pairs of disjoint (0;1) sequenes with zero periodi or non-periodi autoorrelation funtion of length n and weight ki; i = 1; 2. Then there exists a Kharaghanitype orthogonal design OD(8s; k1; k1; k1; k1; k2; k2; k2; k2); s  n.Example 2 We use the sequenes of length n = 11, and weights 4 and 9,X1 = irf1; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0g and Y1 = irf0; 0; 1; ; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0gX2 = irf0; 1; 0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 1; 0; ; 0g and Y2 = irf0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; ; 0; ; 0; 1gto form the irulant matries with rst rows whih an be used in the theorem to give an ami-able plug-in set of matries of order 11 and weights 4 and 9 whih an be used in the Kharaghaniarray to obtain Kharaghani type orthogonal designsOD(88; 4; 4; 4; 4; 4; 4; 4; 4), OD(88; 4; 4; 4; 4; 9; 9; 9; 9)and OD(88; 9; 9; 9; 9; 9; 9; 9; 9).Referenes[1℄ A.V.Geramita, and J.Seberry, Orthogonal Designs: Quadrati Forms and Hadamard Ma-tries, Marel Dekker, New York-Basel, 1979.[2℄ W.H. Holzmann, and H. Kharaghani, On the Plotkin arrays, Australas. J. Combin., 22(2000), 287-299.[3℄ H. Kharaghani, Arrays for orthogonal designs, J. Combin. Designs, 8 (2000), 166-173.[4℄ C. Koukouvinos and J. Seberry, New weighing matries and orthogonal designs onstrutedusing two sequenes with zero autoorrelation funtion - a review, J. Statist. Plann. Infer-ene, 81 (1999), 153{182.[5℄ M. Plotkin, Deomposition of Hadamard matries, J. Combin. Theory, Ser. A, 13 (1972),127{130.[6℄ J. Seberry and R. Craigen, Orthogonal designs, inCRC Handbook of Combinatorial Designs,C.J. Colbourn and J.H. Dinitz (Eds.), CRC Press, (1996), 400{406.[7℄ J. Seberry and M. Yamada, Hadamard matries, sequenes and blok designs, in Contem-porary Design Theory: A Colletion of Surveys, J.H. Dinitz and D.R. Stinson (Eds.), J.Wiley and Sons, New York, (1992), 431{560.6
